Top Pacific Service Provider Deploys Certes Networks to
secure Banking Customer's Data
Infinetworks selects Certes Networks' TrustNet encryption solution to meet financial sector
customer's security and performance requirements
Pittsburgh, PA, September 19, 2012 Certes Networks, an innovative developer of scalable
network and cloud encryption solutions, today announced that Infinetworks (PT Infinetworks
Global) has deployed Certes Networks' Advanced IPsec VPN solution to secure data over their
Layer 2 Wide Area Network (WAN) connections between their Data Centers and Disaster
Recovery sites, which serve their customers in the banking and financial markets.
Infinetworks is a value-driven company serving the financial and telecommunication sectors
throughout Indonesia and the Pacific Rim, and banking clients of Infinetworks have been ranked
by SWA Magazine (July 2012) as providing the best Internet Banking and Mobile Banking
services. Given the sensitive nature of their customer's data Infinetworks secures all of their
customer's traffic, not only encrypting the data, but also providing cryptographic isolation
between customers.
"Our customers in the banking industry have a heightened need for security, but are not willing
to compromise on network performance or availability" said Constantin Papadimitriou, CEO of
Infinetworks. "The tunnel-less encryption capability that Certes Networks provides allows us to
offer the highest level of security without impacting the performance of our network or our ability
to monitor service level agreement compliance. Itâ€™s an ideal security offering for a service
provider."
Certes Networks provided Infinetworks with a Layer 3 encryption solution that is transparent to
the network and also performs persistent authentication to ensure both data privacy and
integrity. The solution's enterprise grade key management provides Infinetworks with the ability
to easily manage the security of all of their banking and financial customers. These features,
exclusive to the Certes Networks solution, allow Infinetworks to meet both their security and
performance commitments and make future expansion easy to manage.
To learn more about the Certes Networks WAN or Cloud Security solutions or for pricing
information, contact us at 1-888-833-1142 or feel free to ask us a question.
About Certes Networks
Certes Networks protects data in motion. The company provides advanced data protection
solutions for both physical and virtual networks that enable secure connectivity over any
infrastructure without compromising performance or availability. Customers rely on Certes
Networks to protect data, decrease risk and reduce the cost of compliance by enabling secure
connectivity to critical infrastructures. Certes Networks has been recognized by Gartner as a
Cool Vendor in Cloud Security in 2012. Learn more about Certes Networks by visiting
www.CertesNetworks.com.

